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ABSTRACT
Four dimensions of training for preschool teaching
are suggested in this paper; (1) developmental stages of the teacher;
(2) training needs of each stage; (3) location of the training; and
(4) timing of training. The growth of preschool teachers generally
occurs in stages associated with survival, consolidation, renewal,
and maturity. Training needs of teachers change as they gain
experience over time and move through the stages. The location and
timing of training appropriate for the teacher in a given situation
must be flexible. The location of training should be moved as the
teacher develops. At the beginning of the new teacher's career,
training resources must be taken to her. Later on, as the teacher
moves past the survival stage, training can move toward the college
campus. The timing of training should be shifted so that more
training is available to the teacher on the job instead of before it.
Experience alone seems insufficient to direct a teacher's growth and
learning. As part of her role a teacher trainer should try to make
sure that teachers, especially beginning teachers, have informed and
interpreted experiences. (Author/1m
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DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF PRESCHOOL TEACHERS1

Preschool teachers can generally be counted on to talk about
developmental needs and stages when they discuss children. It may
be equally meaningful to think of teachers themselves as having
elopmental sequences in their professional growth patterns. The
purpose of the present discussion is to outline the t&sks and
associated training needs of each suggested developmental sta
and to consider the implications for the timing and location of
training efforts.

It seemp reasonable to suggest that there may be at least
four developmental stages for tea hers. Individual teachers may

vary greatly in the length of time spent in each of the four stages
outlined belew and schematized in Figure 1.
(Insert Figure 1 about here).

STAGE I - SURVIVAL

pevplopm!ntal Tasks

During this stage, which may last throughout the first full
year of teething, the teacher's main concern is whether or not
paper was PreduCed pUrsuant_ to 4 nontract with the Office of
Edutation, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Contractors undertaking such prejects under Government sponsorship
are_entouraged to eKpresa freely their ProfesSiOnal jUdgment, Points
of view er pPinions atated do net, therefore,ineeessatily repreamat_
official government; position or policy.
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she can survive. This preoccupation with survival may be expressed in terms like these: "Can I get through th- day in o e piece?

Without losin7 a child? Can I make it until the end of the week the next vacation? Can I really do this kind or work day after
day? Will I be accepted by my colleagues?" Such questions are well
expressed in Ryan's (2) enlightening collection of accounts of
first year teaching experiences.

The first full impact of responsibility for a group of im ature
but vigorous young children (to say nothing of encounters with
their parents) inevitably provokes teacher anxieties. The discrepancy

between anticipated successes and classroom realities intensifies
feelings of inadequacy and unpreparedness.

During this period the teacher needs support, understanding,
encouragement, reassurance, comfort and guidance. She needs instruction
in specific skills and insight into the complex causes of behavior--all
of which must be pro ided on the classroom site. On-site trainers may

be senior staff members, advisors, consultants or program assistants.
Training must be conc.tantly and readily available from someone who

knows both the trainee and her teaching situation well. The trainer
should have enough time and flexibility to be on call as needed by
the trainee. Schedules of periodic visits which have been arranged
in advance cannot be counted on to coincide with trainees' crises .
Cook and Mack

describe the British pattern of on site training
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their headq--

teachers

Armington

also describes the way advisors can meet these teacher needs.

STATE II - CONSOLIDATION

DeveloJmental Tasks

By the end of the first year the teacher has usually decided
that she is capable of surviving. She is now ready to consolidate
the overall gains made during the first stage and to differentiate
specific tasks and skills to be mastered next. During Stage II,
teachers usually begin to focus on individual problem children
and problem situations. This focus may take the form of looking
for answers to such questions as: "How can I help a clinging
child? How can I help a particular child who does not seem to be
learning?"

During Stage I, the neophyte acquires a baseline of infor-

mation about what young children are like and what to expect of
them. By Stage II the teacher is beginning to identify individual
children Jhose behavior departs from the pattern of most of the
children she know

Training Needs

During this stage, on-site help continues to be valuabl . A
:trainer can help the teacher through mutual exploration of a problem.
Take, for example

the case of a young teacher from

day care center

who was eager to L,ret help and expressed her problem in the question,

"How should I deal with a clinging child?" An on-site trainer can,
of course, observe the teacher and child in situ and arrive at
suggestions and tentacive solution strategies fairly quickly.
However, without firsthand knowledge of the child and context, an
extended give-and-take conversation between teacher and trainer

may be the best way for the trainer to help the teacher to interpret
her experience and move to ards a solution of the problem. The
trainer might ask the izeacher such questions as, "What have you

done so far

Give an example of some experiences with this par-

ticular child during this week. When you did such and such, how
did the child respond?" (See Katz (7) for some examples of problemtreatment strategies).

Also, in this stage the need for information about specific
children or problem children suggests that learning to uoe a wider
range of resources is needed. Psychologists, social and health workers

and other specialists can strengthen the teacher's skills and knowledge at this time. Exchanges of information and ideas with more
experienced colleagues may help teachers master the developmental
tasks of this period. Opportunities to share feelings with other
teachers in the same stage of development may help to reduce some
of the teacher's sense of personal inad quacy a d frustration.
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STAGE III - RENEWAL

211YL=122EDILI-Jasks

Often, during the third or fourth year of teaching, the teacher
begins to tire of doing the same old things. She starts to ask more
questions about new developments in the field: "Who is

doin,,

that?

Where? Wh t are some of the new materIals, techniques, approaches
ideas? It may be that what the teacher has been doing for each
annual crop of children has been quite adequate for them, but that
she herself finds the recurrent Valentine cards, Easter bunnies and

pumpkin cutouts insufficiently interesting! If it is true that
teacher's awn interest or colluaitment to the projects and activities

she provides for children contributes to their educational value,
then her need for renewal and refreshment should be taken seriously.

During this stage, teachers find it especially rewarding to
meet colleagues from different programs on both formal and informal
occasions. Teachers in this developmental stage are particularly
receptive to experiences in regional and national conferences and

workshops and profit from membership in professional associations
and participation in their meetings. Teachers are now widening
the scope of their reading

scanning numerous magazines and journals,

and viewing films. Perhaps during this period they may be ready to
take a close look at their own classroom teaching through

deo-taping.
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Jned,

Training

eeds

Throughout maturity, teachers need an opportunity to participate
in conferences and seminars and perhaps to work towards a degree.
Mature teachers welcome the chance to read widely and to interact
with educators working on many problem areas on many different levels.

Training sessions and conference events which Stage II teachers enjoy
may be very tir some to the Stage IV teacher. (Similarly, introspective

and searching discussion seminars enjoyed by Stage IV t achers may
lead to restlessness and irritability among the beginners of Stage 1.)

SITHKARY

In the above outline, four djmensions of training for preschool
teaching have been suggested: (1) developmental stages of the teacher;
(2) training needs of each stage;

(3) location of the tr ining; and

(4) timing of training.

Developmental Stage of the Teacher. It is useful to think of
the growth of preschool teachers (and perh-ips other teachers, also)

as occurring in stages, linked v .y generally to experience gained
o er time.

Training Needs of Each Sta e. The training needs of teachers
change as experience occurs. For example, the issues dealt with
in the traditional social foundations courses do not Seem t
themselves to the

address

hich are critical to the

may help to deepen hor wderitoudiiig of the total complex contact
in which she is t-
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to
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ive.

Location of Trainin. The location of training sh uld be moved
as the teacher develops. At the beginning of the new teacher's

career, training resources must be taken to her so that training
can be responsive to the partic lar (and possibly unique) develop-

mental tasks and working situation the trainee faces in her classroom. Later on as the teacher moves on past the survival stage,
training can move toward the college campus.

Timing_of Traini-g. The timing of training should be shifted
so that more training

available to the teacher on the job than

before it. Many teachers say that their preservice education has
had only a minor influence on what they do day to day in their
classrooms, which suggests that strategies acquired b fore
employment will often not be retrieved u der pressure of concurrent
forces and factors in the actual job situation.

However, even though it is often said that experience is t
best teacher, we cannot a

Ume that experience teaches what the new

trainee should learn. To direct-_this learning, to try to make sure

that the beginning teacher has informed_ and _inte p

ted experience

should be one of the Majet roled cif the teacher train
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